
JP	480	Si	(Electric)	Instructions	
 
Recommended Parts (not in kit) 
JP4445060 A28-15 Brushless Motor 
JP4407471 Thin electric propellor 
JP4403220 EnErG Pro 30C LiPo 2100 (11.1V) Battery 
JP4404880 - EnErG Pro 30 BEC ESC (30A) (2-4 Cells) 
JP2213190 - Hitec HS311 Standard Servo (High Impact Gears) 
 
Optional 
JP5523615 - 25mm Glassweave Reinforcing Tape 
 
Covering 
Once you have stuck the wing halves together and stuck the leading edges on as per the JP-Si instruction 
manual you are ready to start covering. 
 
Start by laying cross of coloured tape, or for more strength glass weave tape to the bottom and top of the wings 
(avoiding the large slot for the pod) as per figure 3 of the manual. 
 
Fitting the Pod 

 
Trim the motor tray (lower pod) with scissors along the cut line 
and trial fit in the top wing. Next cut holes for the servo wires, 
receiver aerial and cable tie for the motor. you can now fit the 
motor on double sided tape and apply cable tie around the 
motor. 
 
Next fit the pod & motor to the wing using suitable foam 
friendly glue (or double sided tape) and then fixing along the 
edges of the pod with glass weave tape or 2 layers of 
coloured tape as per the picture. 
 
Note - you can either place the receiver in the pod between 
the battery and motor or cut a hole in the wing for it to fit in. 
Generally we have battery, receiver and speed controller in 

the pod with the aerial taped on the top of the wing. 
 
You can now finish covering the model as per the instruction manual being careful not to twist or warp the wings. 
When covering the top of the wing, take the covering over the lip of the pod and cut off straight against the pod 
side. 
  

The flight battery is held in it's recess using supplied hook & 
loop. Cut small pieces of hook & loop for the front and sides 
of the pod to retain the top. 
Trim the battery cover (pod top) along the guide lines and 
trim if necessary to snugly fit the battery tray. 
Once you have fitted the servos, make sure they operate in 
the correct way and check the motor direction before fitting 
the propeller.  
Finally check the centre of gravity - 200mm back from the 
nose. 
 
Set up elevator/aileron throws as per the Instruction 
Manual. 
 
Launching 
DO NOT LAUNCH with the motor running. Hold by the 

nose with your palm up over your head and your thumb wrapped over the top edge of the wing. 
Take a few steps forward and give a good strong throw into wind. Open throttle as model glides away. Let the 
model accelerate before giving a small amount of up elevator to make the model climb away. Try a few test 
glides first to get a feel for the launch. 


